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the prisons, except that they were very still and quiet. " I
was at a loss to account for this, till I reflected that the only
beverage for the prisoners is water." In the prison at Galata
there were eighteen debtors. Their subsistence depended
partly on collections made for them in the churches; there
was also a bag hung in the middle of the street leading to the
prison, to receive contributions of bread, meat, and other food
from charitable persons. Prisoners of different sects — Greeks,
Armenians, Jews, and the rest— were kept in separate com-
partments. Howard observed that there were always fewer
prisoners of the Mohammedan than of other religions. The
prison for galley-slaves was large, but almost empty, as the
Captain-Pasha had taken most of them into his galleys. These,
accordingly, really were employed in rowing. The few who
remained in the prison were healthy; " a very humane atten-
tion was paid to them." The hospitals of Constantinople which
Howard visited were not clean, nor in other respects was much
attention shown to the patients. " In the midst, however, of
this neglect of human beings I saw an instance of attention to
cats, which astonished me ; I mean an asylum, which has been
provided for them, and which is situated near the mosque of
San Sophia."
At Venice the galleys were clean and not offensive, in con-
sequence of possessing easy access to water. At Trieste the
prisoners were free from irons, but they were kept confined
to their rooms, which consequently were offensive. The keeper
said that prisoners in constant confinement were more healthy
when fed on white than on brown bread; Howard thought
that this might be true if the brown were only coarse rye-
bread. The Trieste * galley-slaves ' were not in galleys at all,
but in a house of correction, lately a convent (doubtless one
of those secularized by Joseph II). The men and women were
lodged separately, the men below-, the women above-stairs.
The men were in chains, and were employed in cleaning the
streets and bridges. The women were carding and
in the house. Howard saw the prison dinner of wfeofes0BG§e
bread and soup. The prisoners

